Finite element vectorial optical mode solver is used to analyze microstructured waveguides in a relatively small computational domain. The presentation will consider the computational method, as well as the applications of it on a number of waveguides with 2-D cross section where microstructures are employed.
Since the introduction of holey fiber [1] , various waveguiding structures that utilize the arrangement of holes or thin layers have been proposed. The large variety of possible hole shapes and arrangements demand the use of numerical methods that can handle arbitrary cross section to analyze the structure. In this work, we use vectorial optical mode solver [2] based on Galerkin finite element method furnished with 1 st -order Bayliss-Gunzburger-Turkel-like transparent boundary conditions to model various kinds of microstructured waveguides. Due to the boundary conditions, the structure can be analyzed in a relatively small computational domain and depending on the structure, guided or leaky modes computation can be carried out. The structures being considered include those with index or bandgap effect to guide light, and those that use holes to tune among others, the dispersion properties of an ordinary fiber.
